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Paint That Funky Music, White Boy:
Chris Raschka's Charlie Parker Played Be Bop, The
Genie in the Jar, Mysterious Thelonious, and John
Coltrane's Giant Steps
By Megan Lambert
Literature and Outreach Coordinator for The Eric Carle Museum of Picture Book Art
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Music critic Gary Giddins presents innovation as the heart of jazz music when he
states, 'Jazz is the ultimate in rugged individualism. It's going out there on that stage
and saying: It doesn't matter how anybody else 1cjid it. This is the way I'm going to do
it.' (Ward 2000, p. xv). Within the pages of each of what might be termed his jazz
ensemble of picture books,. Charlie Parker Played Be Bop (1992), Genie in the Jar
(1996) Mysterious Thelonious (1997), and John Coltrane's Giant Steps (2002) Chris
Raschka steps out on stage as a white artist exploring a uniquely African American
art form and as a visual artist trying to capture the essence of a particular branch of
perfonnance art. In doing so he wholeheartedly embraces innovation,i and he offers
works that cross boundaries of media and culture while presenting exciting new
directions for the picture book as an art form.
In Charlie Parker Played Be Bop and in his later jazz books, Raschka is uninterested
in presenting biographies of the jazz atiists at the center of his works and instead
creates concept books on jazz music. His approach is to translate the music itself into
the picture book format using visual art properties of col01; line, shape and composition
to ,.:ommunicate the sound, spirit and rhythms ofjazz music in his illustrations, which
are bolstered by his considerable skill as a wordsmith. A musician himself, Raschka was
inspired to create Charlie Parker by the be bop anthem, 'A Night in Tunisia,' which
features one of Parker's most celebrated vitiuoso solos on the alto saxophone. Describing
the process of writing the text for this book Raschka states, 'I went at it basically from
the notion that speech and language are a kind ofmusic, and probably where music comes
from - it comes from the rhythms of speech. And so I kind of reversed it and turned the
rh) thms of music back into speech in the poetry or the lines that I wrote' (Davis
interview 1998). Indeed, critic Richard Ammon writes, 'Most incredible is Raschka's
infusion of rhythm into what is an ine1i form - the picture book' (1999, p. 226), and
that rhythm is found not only in Raschka's words, but in his pictures as well.ii
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